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I would like to share with you the wonderful experience we began with a Spanish school and other 
partners four years ago.  

We knew each other through the European platform www.etwinning.net, the net of the European 
schools and started with the project “Searching twelve labours to Hercules”, who involved successfully 
pupils and teachers in the study of classical mythology.  

We went on, involving new partners, with another nice project “An ET winning project between us” 
about traces of classical culture in Europe nowadays. It was another nice experience for all us and it  
was also awarded with the approval of the national excellence in Italy and in Spain.  

But the cooperation among us is not over! Last year the Spanish school and ours began the project “A 
short Latin movie” together with schools from Turkey, Germany and another Italian school.  

Started as an eTwinning project it is now an interesting multilateral Comenius project, involving 
teachers of Classical subjects and English and pupils among 14 and 18 years, who love learnig 
ancient History and Latin. The main aim is to make a hort movie set in Roman times and shot it near 
acheological sites. Our pupils have to create together plot and storyboard. The film will be shot in 
English and Latin (or English and subtitled in Latin). Thus we intend to enhance the knowledge of a 
foreign language and classsical subjects and to promote places, close to our schools, where Roman 
monuments left their imprint.  

Other activities, promoting the use of web 2.0 tools, are the creation of a blog, a travel guide, reports 
about local history and traditions, creation of melody and songs, that you can see, visiting our 
Twinspace: http://new-twinspace.etwinning.net/web/p37416/welcome  

... and we hope our friendship goes on! 

 
  
 
 


